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Touring Vimy

A
Begin your study of Vimy at Notre-Dame-de-Lorette (GPS – Colline de 

Notre-Dame-de-Lorette, 62153 Ablain-Saint-Nazaire, France). From 

Arras head north on the D937 to Souchez and turn left on the D57. Turn right at 

the Rue de la Blanc Voie and veer left at the fork continuing on the same road up 

the hill to the cemetery. It is well marked. This is the site of the French national 

cemetery and memorial for the battles of 1914-1915 and is well worth visiting in 

its own right. Over 45,000 French soldiers are buried in this cemetery. The crypt 

near the basilica contains the tombs of unknown soldiers from many French  

conflicts throughout history. At the far end of the cemetery (to your left from the 

main gates) you will find the Jewish and Muslim graves. The Muslim graves are 

tilted perfectly to Mecca and their uniqueness is worth the walk. 

B
To understand the battles for Vimy Ridge walk to the observation areas 

that overlook the battlefield. The gently sloping western side of the Vimy 

escarpment is laid out before you. The twin pylons of the memorial are visible on 

The Muslim section of the cemetery at Notre-Dame-de-Lorette. [Matt Symes]
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clear days 4 kilometres away and you can gain some idea of the scale of the Corps 

battle that was fought here.

The significance of the French Army’s operations in the spring and fall of 

1915 when the Tenth Army reached but could not hold Vimy Ridge will quickly 

be apparent. Without Allied control of the Lorette Spur and the withdrawal of the 

German defensive positions onto the ridge it is unlikely that any attack would 

have succeeded. 

Orient yourself by identifying the Vimy Memorial at Point 145 and the 

jagged towers at Mont St. Eloi to the south. The map on p.54 highlights the 

sectors through which the four Canadian divisions attacked as well as the artillery 

positions on the Lorette Ridge and in the valley below. Each of these sectors can 

be explored if you have time but most visitors to Vimy need the better part of a 

day to visit the memorial, the tunnels and the interpretation centre.

C
On your way to Vimy, Canadians may wish to take a slight detour to the 

impressive Cabaret Rouge War Cemetery (GPS – 1 Rue Carnot 62153 

Souchez, France). Return to the D937 and retrace your steps through Souchez. 

The cemetery is on the edge of the town on your right. It is from this cemetery in 

2000 that the remains of an unidentified Canadian soldier were exhumed and laid 

to rest within the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in front of the War Memorial in 

Ottawa. Oliver and Wilfred Chenier, brothers from Buckingham, Quebec, who 

died on the first day of the Battle of Vimy Ridge are also buried here.

D
You should start your tour of Vimy at the visitation centre taking time to 

explore the replica trenches and the underground tunnels (GPS – Route 

des Canadiens 62580 Thélus, France). From Cabaret Rouge Cemetery continue 

south on the D937 and turn left on Rue du 11 Novembers. Veer left on Rue du 

Carlin and another left on the D55. Cross the A26 and it turns into Route des 

Canadiens where the interpretation center is. If you are with a small group you can 

sign up on the day but if you are with a large group (more than 6) you will need a 

reservation to visit the tunnels. To book a tour go to the Veterans Affairs Canada 

website and click on the links or email vimy_memorial@vac-acc.gc.ca. The 

phone number in France is 33 321 58 5834. From Canada, dial 011 before the 33. 

It is not possible to purchase lunch in the park so remember to bring sandwiches  
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which you will only be allowed to eat in the parking lot where there are a few 

picnic tables. 

E
Next drive to the parking lot by the memorial. Before you visit the 

monument take a moment to look across the road from the upper parking 

lot at the Moroccan Division Memorial. It commemorates the members of the 

French Moroccan Division who fought their way to this point in 1915. 

F
As you walk toward the Vimy Memorial, designed by Walter Allward, 

you cannot help but be impressed by its sheer size and beauty. Jonathan 

Vance, who wrote the award-winning study of the Canadian memory of the Great 

War Death So Noble, called Vimy “Canada’s primary altar to the fallen of war.” 

At the time Arthur Currie worried that the monument would overshadow other 

greater Canadian achievements even if he conceded that “there it was that the 

Canadian Corps first fought as a unit and, as its components were drawn from all 

parts of the country, Vimy may be considered as the first appearance of our young 

nation at war.” That Point 145 is such a striking physical landscape played just as 

important a role in deciding the location for Allward’s design.

The Twin columns of the Vimy Memorial represent France and Canada, 

partners in arms. As you approach the monument the male and female sculptures 

on the right and left represent Mourning Parents. The Statues at the top of the 

columns represent Truth and Knowledge. As you wrap about the monument you 

The twin columns of the Vimy Memorial. [Nick Lachance]
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see Mother Canada mourning her dead. In the middle of the two pillars sits the 

Spirit of Sacrifice and the Passing of the Torch. As you descend the stair case and 

look back at the monument from the grass you see what represents an impenetrable 

Wall of Defence. On the southern side you have the Breaking of the Swords and on 

the northern edge the Sympathy of the Canadians for the Helpless. In the middle 

sits the Stone Sarcophagus representing Canada’s killed soldiers. Though there is 

a deeply religious feel to the Vimy Memorial, the direct references are subtle. The 

wall and pillars represented the top of a cross and the sunlight on the monument 

was meant to give the effect of a cathedral.

The 11,285 names of missing Canadians with no known grave around the 

base of the Vimy Memorial were not part of the original design. The addition of 

the names of the missing was one of several alterations to the original design of the 

monument. This change transformed Vimy into hallowed ground, an empty tomb 

and therefore a place of pilgrimage. Allward also agreed to modify his “Breaking 

the Sword” sculpture which originally included a German helmet crushed under 

the foot of one of the figures. This was done to avoid “militaristic imagery.”

The memorial was unveiled in 1936 with thousands of Canadian Veterans and 

their families present for the Vimy pilgrimage. The pilgrimage like the memorial 

The names of the missing on the Vimy Memorial. [Nick Lachance]
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was full of ambiguities. Was it a celebration of the achievement of the Canadian 

Corps or a ceremony mourning the missing? Did the presence of King Edward 

VIII suggest an imperial event solidifying Canada’s relationship with Britain or a 

statement about an independent Canadian nation? Was the monument to be seen 

as a remonstrance against war or a warning to the enemies of democracy that 

Canada would again play its part in defending Britain and France against German 

aggression? It was all these things and more. 

Of the more than 65,000 Canadians killed in the Great War, 7,000 are buried 

in 30 cemeteries within a 20 kilometre radius of the Vimy Memorial. It would 

be virtually impossible to visit every Canadian grave, but if you have time make 

your way to La Chaudière Military Cemetery (GPS - 3-5 Route Nationale, 62580 

Vimy, France). The burial ground, which was originally called Vimy Canadian 

Cemetery No. 1, is shaped like an artillery shell. Among the 638 Canadian 

soldiers buried here is Victoria Cross recipient Private John George Pattison, 50th 

Canadian Infantry, (Alberta Regiment). 

On your way back to Arras you might consider visiting one of the three 

divisional memorials, placed shortly after the battle to honour the part played by 

the Canadian Corps in taking and holding Vimy Ridge. The easiest to find is the 

monument to the Second Division on the western edge of Thélus at the junction 

of the D49 and the N17 (GPS – 32 Rue des Artilleurs Canadiens, Thélus, France).

A large crowd of French civilians and Canadian pilgrims gather for the dedication of the 
monument, 26 July 1936. [PA 148873]
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Arras

A tour of the area immediately east and north of Arras is not really 

recommended as urbanization, traffic and the absence of memorials or viewing 

points make for a difficult day. If you are determined to see Hill 70 and Lens 

consult Norm Christie’s guidebook Other Canadian Battlefields of the Great 

War in his “For King and Empire” series. For current information search for 

“Arras Tourism-Battlefields.” The official site has hotel links and other tourist 

information.

You might wish to visit the Arras Memorial and Flying Services Memorial 

located two kilometres west of the railway station on Blvd. Charles de Gaulle. 

Follow signs for La Citadelle, in the Faubourg-d’Amiens Commonwealth 

Cemetery. The Arras Memorial commemorates the 34,718 British, New Zealand 

and South African troops who died in the Arras sector and who have no known 

graves. The Flying Services Memorial commemorates the airmen who died 

in Northern France including the 207 fatalities in April 1917. There are 153 

Canadians buried in the cemetery. Make time for the underground museum 

Carrière Wellington which is open every day from 10:00am-12:30pm and 1:30-

6:00pm. (http://www.carriere-wellington.com). It provides real insight into the 

lives of soldiers and civilians. The website offers links to hotels, restaurants, and 

other activities in the Arras region.

Sir Arthur Currie, unveiling the Second Division Memorial erected by Canadian Artillery in 
memory of their fallen comrades during the Battle of Vimy Ridge, February 1918. [PA 2507]
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Touring Passchendaele

It is quite impossible to obtain any sense of what the area looked like in 1917. 

The village (now spelled Passendale) has been completely rebuilt, not restored, 

and though the farm land still yields shells and other ordnance fragments from the 

war, the drainage has been restored and the landscape appears unscarred. When 

the Canadians entered the battle, the British-Australian frontline included the 

hamlet of Gravenstafel. 

A
For those looking for a general overview of the battle begin your day at 

the “Passchendaele Memorial Museum” in Zonnebeke (GPS –  Ieperstraat 

5, B-8980 Zonnebeke). From Ieper take the N37 north to Zonnebeke and turn 

right on Berten Pilstraat where the museum is well marked. The Passchendaele 

Memorial Museum, located on the grounds of a rebuilt Chateau, has numerous 

artifacts and audio/visual presentations on the 1917 battle though the Canadian 

contribution is lumped in with the British forces. The trenches in the basement 

that greet visitors as they leave give an eerie claustrophobic feel that allows you 

Passchendaele, before and after the battle.
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to experience a bit of what it must have been like during the Great War. Consult 

the website for hours and events (http://www.passchendaele.be). 

B
The Canadian Memorial for the battle is located west of the village on 

the Canadalaan (GPS – Route 66 bvba Canadalaan 39, near 8980 

Passendale, Belgium). Return to the N37/N332 heading north and turn left on the 

N303 north toward the centre of Passendale. Take a moment and stop at the 

Church in the centre of Passendale that has striking stained glass windows 

dedicated to the British 66th Division. Two impressive bronze plaques describing 

the various battles in the salient and providing information on the battle for 

Passchendaele are located in the square beside the church.

C
Continue along Canadalaan which will take you directly to the Canadian 

bloc Memorial. The inscription reads “The Canadian Corps in Oct-Nov 

1917 advanced across this valley, then a treacherous morass – captured and held 

Passchendaele Ridge.” It is possible to look back to the spires of Ypres from the 

memorial, a sharp reminder of just how limited the advance was. 

Among those who died in the battle to seize the ridge was Major Talbot 

Mercer Papineau who had publicly debated the meaning of the war and Canada’s 

The Canadian Memorial at Passchendaele. [Matt Symes]
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national identity with his cousin, 

the French Canadian nationalist 

Henri Bourassa. In an open letter 

to Bourassa, who was opposed to 

further Canadian participation in 

the war, Papineau declared that 

“French and English Canadians are 

fighting and dying side by side…Is 

their sacrifice to go for nothing or 

will it not cement a foundation for a 

true Canadian nation,…independent 

in thought, independent in action, 

independent even in its political 

organization – but in spirit united 

for high international and humane 

purposes to the two Motherlands of England and France?” Later in the letter he 

argued that “As a [French] minority in a great English-speaking continent,… we 

must rather seek to find points of contact and of common interest than points 

of friction and separation.” Words that also needed to be addressed to English-

speaking Canadians. Despite having secured a position behind the lines working 

for Canadian War Records Office, Major Papineau felt obligated to rejoin his 

battalion, the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, in 1917. On October 30, 

moments before going over the top, Papineau’s uttered his final recorded words to 

Major Hugh Wilderspin: “You know, Hughie, this is suicide.” As you move to the 

85th (Nova Scotia Highlanders) Battalion Memorial you will pass by Papineau’s 

wartime makeshift grave that was lost to the carnage of Passchendaele. 

D
The 85th (Nova Scotia) Battalion Monument is located down a grass 

track on the south edge of the village off the N303/N37 toward Tyne-Cot 

(GPS – Passendalestraat 80, 8980 Passendale, Belgium). The location, on the left 

hand side, is not well marked and easily missed. The monument was originally 

raised in 1919 by the regiment before returning home. It was erected on the site of 

the battalion’s headquarters during the battle. It commemorates the 85th Battalion’s 

Captain Talbot Papineau, 1916. [CWM EO-0476]
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costliest action of the war where the “Neverfails” as they became known, lost 148 

men. A new monument, a replica of the original but made of Nova Scotia granite, 

was rededicated in 2001.   

E
End your visit at Tyne Cot Cemetery, the largest Commonwealth war 

cemetery in the world and the only one in which the Cross of Sacrifice is 

located on top of a German pill-box (GPS – Tynecotstraat 29, 8980 Zonnebeke, 

Belgium). Continue south on the N303/N37 and turn right on Tynecotstraat. The 

visitation center and the parking lot is well-marked on your right. Looking to the 

northeast, you can survey the approaches to the ridge. The Visitor Centre opened 

in 2007 serves to individualize the more than 200,000 Commonwealth casualties 

suffered at Passchendaele. The northeast boundary of the cemetery features the 

memorial to the missing with 34,887 names of British and New Zealand men who 

were killed after 16 August 1917 with no known grave. It was at Tyne Cot 

cemetery, near the end of his of his pilgrimage, that King George V said in a 

speech, “I have many times asked myself whether there can be more potent 

advocates of peace upon earth through the years to come, than this massed 

Mary Riter Hamilton, Canadian Monument Near Passchendaele. [LAC 1988-180-114]. This 
painting features the Monument to the 85th (Nova Scotia) Battalion which stands atop the 
high ground south of the village and the final objective of the Passchendaele offensive. 
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multitude of silent witnesses to the desolation of war.” Of the 11,954 burials, 

8,367 – 70 percent of the total – are unidentified and inscribed with the haunting 

epitaph “Known unto God.” Of the remaining 30 percent, there are two that 

visitors will want to locate. The grave of Arthur Conway Young, Second Lieutenant 

with the Royal Irish Fusiliers, carries the simple but potent anti-war message 

“Sacrificed to the fallacy that war can end war.” Canadians will want to find the 

grave of Private James Peter Robertson, the last of nine Canadian VC recipients 

during the battle of Passchendaele. Robertson volunteered for the task of silencing 

a German machine gun that was wreaking havoc on the 27th Battalion. Robertson 

charged the post, killed four Germans with his bayonet and turned the machine 

gun around on the remainder of the fleeing soldiers. While carrying the machine 

gun he led a charge into Passchendaele. Once they had returned to their own lines, 

they realized two wounded comrades had been left behind. Robertson immediately 

returned and rescued the first soldier, but was fatally hit by an exploding shell 

while carrying the second wounded soldier to safety. 

An aerial view of Tyne Cot Cemetery. [Eric McGeer]


